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NFL Draft 2020 Scouting Report: WR Joe Reed, 

Virginia 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

Joe Reed falls into the latest NFL fad…looking for the next Deebo (Samuel).  

Meaning…smaller/shorter/thicker WRs who play an interior style game, but also run the ball out of the 

backfield a few times as well, and are big/thick/strong for their smaller height and are thus very tough 

for thinner-framed DBs to bring down after the catch.  

Not many people ‘know’ or are into Joe Reed as a draft prospect of heavy interest, but many are into 

Laviska Shenault. Just for some context between these two… 

6’0.5”, 227 pounds, 4.58 40-time, 17 bench press = Shenault (2020 Combine) 

6’0.4”, 224 pounds, 4.47 40-time, 21 bench press = Reed (2020 Combine) 

These guys are the same size, but Reed is a bit faster and stronger, in theory. 

You might think Shenault has the better prospect profile, the better on-field player but Reed had a solid 

college career, was a go-to WR…but played in a running QB system, and returned 5 kicks for TDs in his 

career…was the top kick returner in the NCAA last season and is 9th all-time in kick return TDs in NCAA 

history. He’s no slouch. 

Why doesn’t Reed get more attention? Well, he played at Virginia…that’s a big strike against him…little 

attention coming from there. Virginia was also led by a running QB (Bryce Perkins)… so, the passing 

game was not ‘pro style’. Reed wasn’t showing off with a beloved passing prospect on tape for 

scouts…he was working in anonymity. 

If you’re going to compare Reed to Shenault, then it means you drag A.J. Brown and Deebo Samuel into 

the discussion. Comparing Reed to them helps put him context. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Reed has that similar bulked up size. He ran the ball out of the backfield a few times over his career (34 

rushing attempts in 47 games). Shenault and Brown did not participate in the return game…but Deebo 

Samuel did and returned 4 kicks for TDs over his career…and Reed returned 5. 

In comparison, I’d say Reed works more like Deebo than he does Shenault or Brown but is not as good 

as Deebo…to me, on the surface, comparing them coming out of college. A discount Deebo isn’t a bad 

thing, and it’s not out of the question Reed is on par with Deebo. 

When I studied Reed’s tape, I saw a solid wide receiver who worked a physical/tough style on the 

interior or with bubble screens. Reed doesn’t show a great speed separation ability (though he is OK), 

but what he lacks in that he makes up for in being big/tough and making catches with DBs on him. Reed 

doesn’t ‘pop’ off the snap and shuffle his feet and burn corners to get open quick. Reed is more solid 

enough feet to get open some, but really picks up speed as he goes. He has enough speed to get open 

deep or to cut into a route or make his way with a bubble screen…Reed has NFL tools…they just aren’t 

‘A’ grade. More ‘B’ or possible ‘C’. 

Being a B/C grade WR isn’t bad at all, but there are a lot of ‘C’ options out there. It would mean Reed is 

more ‘good hand’ than ‘future star’. Nothing wrong with that, but we have to put him in context to 

value him. 

Watching Reed work against highly ranked Notre Dame corner Tony Pride in 2019…Reed holds his own, 

but he doesn’t run/cut past anyone with separation. He isn’t just consumed by coverage, but he doesn’t 

blow past it as often either. Reed had a nice game against Notre Dame, but more so doing damage away 

from Pride. 

Reed is not as good as Deebo, but maybe not too far off. Reed is different from Shenault but may be a 

discount Shenault in playmaking…although Shenault has more ‘wow’ moments and aggressive 

plays…Reed plays more serene, solid. Reed could be more of an A.J. Brown…not an ace WR, but so big 

and capable and athletic they just are hard for DBs to deal with. 

Reed is in the Deebo-A.J. Brown-Shenault class…and he may be with them or better in the long run, but 

my initial reactions to his work today is that he is a tad ‘lesser than’ among this ‘finding Deebo’ group. 

The Reed upside for me is – I think he should cut 5-10 pounds and play around 215-pounds and be a low 

4.4 runner with still good size like Deebo. Reed looked a lot faster in 2018 with lesser bulk. In 2019, he 

was more bulky and good but not totally explosive. We all could be off on judging Reed because he 

could change his body and be a different player…and carbon copy of Deebo, perhaps. 

You won’t get a bust or diva player with Reed. Worst case you get quiet, head down, humble worker. 

He’s from a small town and does farming work for/with his family. He’s had a different path to the draft 

than a lot of these other guys. He has grit and no diva in him at all. He’s going to be a good NFL add, with 

potential upside as his body is changed/manipulated. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Joe Reed, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Deebo and Reed’s best college season (considering they played with weaker passing games): 

77 rec., 679 yards, 7 TDs, 33.2 KR avg., 2 KR TDs = Reed (2019) 

62 rec., 882 yards, 11 TDs, 24.8 KR avg., 1 KR TD = Deebo (2018) 

Not huge yardage tallies, but we have the issue their weaker passing games.  

 

Deebo v. Reed in rushing totals in their college careers: 

34 carries, 172 yards, 5.1 ypc, 1 TD = Reed 

25 carries, 154 yards, 6.2 ypc, 7 TDs = Deebo 

Deebo ran some wildcat with regular carry work while Reed was more jet sweep and tail back-ish runs.  

 

In his career, starting as a freshman, Reed ranked #3-#1-#2-#1 in kick return average in the ACC during 

his career. He’s #2 all-time in KR avg. with 28.7 yards per return in the ACC, #9 in NCAA history (since 

1976).  

Just two 100+ yard receiving games in his career.  

Against Pitt, Miami, Notre Dame, Va Tech, Florida in 2019: 6.6 rec., 58.6 yds, 0.40 TDs per game 

averaged. 

 

2020 NFL Combine Measurables… 

6’0.4”/224, 9.75” hands, 31 1/8” arms 

4.47 40-time 

21 bench press reps, 38” vertical, 10’3” broad 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Joe Reed Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

I just see Reed as a lesser than version of the Deebo and A.J. Brown types. A more athletic but not as 

aggressive Shenault. Reed has skills but he just doesn’t jump off the screen.  

There is an upside that Reed just needs the environment, coaching to unlock him to hit his athletic 

potential.  

There is a downside that Reed is a little too passive, too quiet and is going to get lost in a sea of good 

middle-round draft picks and be forgotten ultimately.  

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

6.984 2020 Reed Joe Virginia 6 0.4 224 13.16 5.37 8.34 

7.611 2019 Brown A.J. Ole Miss 6 0.4 226 12.38 5.56 7.83 

8.809 2012 Matthews Rishard Nevada 6 0.1 217 12.75 7.63 10.64 

8.018 2019 Samuel Deebo So Carolina 5 11.2 214 10.45 6.16 9.19 

5.782 2017 Moore David E. Central 6 0.5 219 10.28 4.45 6.88 

4.555 2008 Morgan Josh Virginia Tech 6 0.3 219 9.12 5.16 6.73 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2020 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Reed is tracking as a day three draft pick. His Combine numbers helped him greatly but he’s not seen as 

a real, exciting ‘next Deebo’ option...he’s seen as a ‘maybe’ on the ‘next Deebo’ front, but with little 

enthusiasm. In the end, I think he’ll be drafted 5th-6th-round. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d keep tabs on Reed and watch to see if he fell quite a bit in the draft. I’d like to 

work with him to see if we could change/improve/unlock him a little more, but I wouldn’t be moving 

heaven and earth to do it. My fear that he’s too passive versus having so much upside, which keeps me 

indifferent more than anything on Reed.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

I wouldn’t be surprised if Reed becomes a great bargain out of this draft. A guy who just grinds his way 

to a starter status and has a solid NFL career. 

I also wouldn’t be surprised if Reed got buried on special teams and never really makes a dent as a WR 

in the NFL because he just doesn’t stand out or isn’t vocal enough. 

There’s something here, I just don’t know how much upside or how to properly value/chase it…it feels 

like we’re between a B- and C- grade prospect here.  
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